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How a user makes a service request (Sanger Sequencing) 

1. Login to iLab (assuming the user account exists in iLab.  If not, a new account has to be created first by Core Admin) 

a. https://au.ilab.agilent.com/account/login 

 

2. Once logged in, user will see the following landing page.  In this page, a user can see all requests that are not completed 

yet and require attentions.  In the example, there are 1 request (alerts) that require user attention. 

 

 

 

 

https://au.ilab.agilent.com/account/login
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3. Go to the Core (CGS) home page by clicking “Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine Centre for PanorOmic Sciences” 

 

 

4. Make a request by clicking “Request Services” tab on the top right 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://au.ilab.agilent.com/sc/4486/li-ka-shing-faculty-of-medicine-centre-for-genomic-sciences
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5. Scroll down to Services by platforms and choose “Sanger Sequencing and Genescan”.  Once clicked on the 

platform, a list of services will be shown below it.  Click “request service” button on the far right of the desired service.  

Note that since the user is a HKU user, he has been classified as HKU Academics and thus the corresponding price.  For 

non-HKU Academics, there will be a different pricing scheme. 

 

6. User shall then input Quantity (30 in this demo) for the service (GA001).  Note the Total Projected Cost will be 

automatically adjusted accordingly.   

a. User can input Request Summary, Quantity. HKU user must input HKU billing account number. 

b. User can also choose to split the charges into different accounts by % (ONLY by %) 

c. User chooses “submit request to core” for request submission.  
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7. User will then be brought to a page of showing all “active requests” by the user.  Note that “completed requests” are not 

shown by default. 

 

 

8. During the whole process of request submission until it is completed, user/PI can click into the request, expand the 

request by clicking “blue arrow”. User can attach files at this point. User can choose “add attachment” and upload the 

Sample Information File.  
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9. After completion of service request on iLab, user can submit samples in collection box and staple a hard copy of sample 

submission form on the sample bag. Samples are submitted on the same day.  


